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Olivela has partnered with Logicbroker to expand it’s product offering and fulfilment capabilities with an 
automated drop ship fulfillment process
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
1. Olivela partners with drop ship 

capable vendors to collaborate on the 
expansion of our product 
assortments

2. Olivela receives orders and maintains 
all customer contact 

3. Olivela, via the Logicbroker platform, 
sends purchase orders to drop ship 
vendors

4. Vendors then ship product directly to 
customers or to Olivela stock 
locations and confirm to Logicbroker

Note: All vendor relationships and 
payments are directly with Olivela

Purchase 
Order

Invoice with 
Tracking 
Number

Vendor Partner
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Web Based Portal
Manually track orders and 

tracking information with the 
ability to import and export 

procurement data. 

Web Based Portal
Manually track orders and 

tracking information with the 
ability to import and export 

procurement data. 

CHOOSING HOW TO CONNECT
Companies have differing capabilities when it comes to technology. To make things easier, we offer 4 
different ways to connect and exchange transactions. The web-based portal only requires a browser with 
Internet access and a printer. EDI exchange can be supported using communications protocols of SFTP or 
AS2.  
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Secure FTP
Leverages CSV/XML formatted 

files to bulk electronically 
exchange order and shipping 

information.

Secure FTP
Leverages CSV/XML formatted 

files to bulk electronically 
exchange order and shipping 

information.
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EDI
Electronically exchange the 

required information without 
the need to rekey data. 

EDI
Electronically exchange the 

required information without 
the need to rekey data. 
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API
Provides real-time integration 
between the Olivela platform 

and your internal systems. 

API
Provides real-time integration 
between the Olivela platform 

and your internal systems. 
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HOW DO I GET STARTED?
The onboarding process has been designed to be as streamlined as possible to gain speed to market, as 
well as minimize the number of resources required. 

Vendor Outreach
Initial communication 

including information on the 
overall program and 
integration options

Vendor Outreach
Initial communication 

including information on the 
overall program and 
integration options
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Integration Review
Review the program specifics 

and fill out the integration 
survey

Integration Review
Review the program specifics 

and fill out the integration 
survey
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Setup
Accept the invitation email 

and create a login to the 
portal

Setup
Accept the invitation email 

and create a login to the 
portal
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Go Live
End-to-end  testing and a live 
“golden” order processed to 
ensure a seamless migration

Go Live
End-to-end  testing and a live 
“golden” order processed to 
ensure a seamless migration

55Integration 
Configuration
Integrate technology 

solutions: Portal, EDI, API, 
CSV or XML

Integration 
Configuration
Integrate technology 

solutions: Portal, EDI, API, 
CSV or XML
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INVITATION REQUEST

Once you have joined the Olivela drop ship program, 
you will receive an email with an invitation to register 
on the Logicbroker platform.

The Logicbroker web portal will allow you to review all 
your transactions, monitor daily account activity, and 
fulfill all orders sent from Olivela.
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You will receive email notifications and have visibility to exceptions from within the Logicbroker portal.

TRANSACTION MONITORING/EXPECTATIONS

Examples of key Notifications:

• New Orders

• Orders not acknowledged

• Orders not shipped within standard

• Failed documents
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HOW DO I GET HELP?
You can find answers to frequently asked questions, 
EDI document specifications and samples, other 
integration options, and detailed documentation at 
https://olivela.logicbroker.com/ 

If you have additional questions, there is also a 
monitored email address for all Olivela Supplier 
questions at support@logicbroker.com.


